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ABSTRACT 

VoIP application usage has increased from time to time and makes our daily life more convenient. VoIP 

application has features to make a phone call, send a text message and share the file through the apps for 

free. However, most of the users did not seem aware of VoIP security features such as authentication 

ability, password encryption ability, or voice or audio and text communication encryption ability. It is 

essential to ensure the VoIP used is secure from password decrypter and eavesdrops the user 

conversation. Thus, the first objective of this research was to study and investigate VoIP application 

consist of Kakao Talk, Telegram, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp for both Android and web 

application. The second objective was to evaluate the four VoIP application identified based on 

authentication requirement, password encryption, voice or audio encryption communication, and text 

encryption communication. There were two mobile phones used. One acts as a client and a personal 

computer act as an attacker. Wireshark and packet capture were run in personal computer and mobile 

phone to monitoring and scanning the network traffic while both devices connected in the same WLAN. 

The experiment implements MITM, interception, and sniffing attacks. This research project has identified 

Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp web application do not provide secure password ability. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Voice over internet protocol (VoIP) is a software that allows the user to send text and have a voice calls 

over the internet protocol (IP). Mobile VoIP applications (mVoIP) become popular among the user since 

this application provides voice and video communication that is free or very low-cost calls (Azfar, Choo, 

& Liu, 2014). VoIP application could be on any data network that uses IP, like internet, intranet and local 

area network (LAN). mVoIP applications have gained attention from mobile device users such as 

Android devices. The example of widely used mVoIP application is WhatsApp, Kakao talk, telegram and 

Facebook messenger.  
 

Besides, there are a few things user need to see on the criteria for a secure mobile application. Such as the 

authentication level of mobile applications, network performance, and encrypted communication. This 

will become an issue on the security of mVoIP when there are various ways to intercept VoIP 

communication (Azfar, Choo, & Liu, 2014). For example, interception. It can take place at the client 

devices when the conversation is being initiated or during the established communication session. So, it is 

essential to analyze the intercepted communication to determine whether the communication is encrypted 

or not. 
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The aims for this research project are to study and investigate VoIP application consist of Kakao Talk, 

Telegram, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp for both Android and web application. Next, to evaluate 

the four VoIP application identified based on authentication requirement, password encryption, voice or 

audio encryption communication, and text encryption communication: Kakao Talk, WhatsApp, telegram 

and Facebook messenger.  

 

This rest of this paper is structured as follows: Next section talks about the design and development 

process, followed by experimentation section explains the method on evaluating VoIP application. Next 

section is results and discussion and lastly, concluding remarks are presented in section conclusion and 

recommendation.   

 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 

This section discuss on the process involved in designing and developing the testbed architecture. As 

shown in Figure 1, two mobile phones were used which act as client A and client B. One personal 

computer was used as an attacker. Wireshark and packet capture were run in personal computer and 

mobile phone to monitoring and scanning the network traffic while both devices connected in the same 

WLAN. The VoIP applications identified were installed at both clients (Client A and Client B) and 

Wireshark was installed at the attacker laptop while network analyzer was installed at one of client phone.  

 

 

Figure 1 Testbed architecture  

EXPERIMENTATION 
 
After a pilot study was conducted to make sure all the hardware and software installed as in the testbed is 

running properly, four experiments have been conducted using four different VoIP application identified 

(Kakao Talk, Facebook Messenger, Telegram and Whatsapp). For each experiment, the steps involved are 

described in detail in Table 1. The test criteria tested on experimentation phase are as below. 
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Table 1: Experimentation 

EXPERIMENT ITEM DESCRIPTION 

1 Kakao talk Conducted one experiment at a time. For each test, the steps 

involved were: 

1. Installed the VoIP application on both client devices and 

installed Wireshark on attacker laptop. 

2. Started the experiment using one VoIP application installed 

at a time. 

3. The client A, B and attacker has been connected to one 

access point and established the connection. The VoIP 

application has been evaluated on the following criteria: 

● Authentication  

● password encryption  

● text communication encryption 

● voice/audio communication encryption 

4. Repeat steps 2 to 3 using other VoIP application identified 

during the information-gathering phase. Client A established 

a connection with client B. The attacker will run Wireshark 

for website application and Packet Capture for android 

application. 

5. Repeat the testing of VoIP application with the test criteria. 

2 Facebook 

messenger 

3 Telegram 

4 WhatsApp 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The analysis and discussion is based on the observation while running the experiment involving four 

VoIP application which is Kakao talk, telegram, WhatsApp and messenger. The VoIP applications were 

tested based on four criteria, which is authentication requirement, password encryption, voice or audio 

communication encryption and text communication encryption. 

 

Experimental Results 

This research project has identified some differences between all VoIP applications tested. It was 

observed that WhatsApp, telegram, Facebook messenger and Kakao talk have many things in common 

either a website or android application, which include authentication, password encryption, voice/audio 

communication encryption and text communication encryption, and all the data collected is summarized 

in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Experimental Results 

VoIP APPLICATION NETWORK SECURITY PERFORMANCE 

Required 

authentication?  

(yes/no) 

Encrypted 

password? 

(yes/no) 

Encrypted 

voice/audio 

communication? 

(yes/no) 

Encrypted text 

communication? 

(yes/no) 

Kakao Talk Web Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Android Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Telegram Web Yes  Yes Yes Yes 

Android Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Facebook 

Messenger 

Web Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Android Yes No  Yes Yes 

WhatsApp Web Yes No Yes Yes 

Android Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

 

Table 2 shows the captured session for Kakao Talk and Telegram in android and web version, provide 

encrypted password and encrypted or secure communication, no plain text password or message was 

visible from the captured session for Kakao Talk and Telegram conversation packets. 

 

Facebook messenger for android version and WhatsApp web do not provide password encryption ability 

since the user password can be read easily. The captured session from Packet Capture application for 

Facebook Messenger does show the password in plain text as shown in Figure 2. WhatsApp web was not 

offered password encryption to the user since but it used QR code utility for user to log in the 

applications. It is found that, QR code can be manipulated by the attacker using QRL Jacker. With QRL 

Jacker, the attacker can access user WhatsApp Android data.  

 

 
Figure 2 Password encryption ability result for Facebook Messenger 
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Discussion  

This subtopic discusses in which situations that VoIP application tested are suitable to implement. 

 

Authentication requirement 

Authentication is a process to ensure a user’s identity. User needs to enter username and password before 

they can log in to their account. In this research project, authentication is to ensure only the right user can 

log in to the account. 

 

Based on the experimental result, all four android application such as Kakao talk, telegram, Facebook 

messenger and WhatsApp has authentication ability which is to identify the right use of the account. 

Kakao talk and Facebook messenger provide email or phone number and password utility to authenticate 

the user. 

 

All four application for android and website was proven it had provided authentication ability since 

authentication is the first layer security for applications. Authentication can be verified by email, 

username, phone number, password and verification code. 

 

Password encryption 

Encryption is the conversion of plain text into ciphertext, which cannot easily understand by unauthorized 

people. In this research project, encryption ability was evaluated based on the password provided by each 

VoIP application tested. It is important to have an encryption connection to ensure the security of the 

confidential password. Thus, a strong password is needed to avoid the third party to guess the password, 

which can be harmful to the user. 

 

Kakao talk and telegram applications, have provided password-encryption ability because Kakao talk 

application required a combination of 8-23 upper or lower case letters, numbers and special characters to 

strengthen the password. These criteria were tested using Wireshark and Packet Capture by observing the 

packet captured while signing to the VoIP.  

 

However, Facebook Messenger and WhatsApp web do not provide password encryption ability since the 

user password can be read easily. Based on Figure 2, Facebook Messenger password can be read easily 

when the attacker run Packet Capture tool in the background.  

On the other hand, WhatsApp web were using QR code to enable user opened their account. From the 

findings, the WhatsApp web was not offered password encryption to the user since the QR code can be 

manipulated by the attacker. By using QRL Jacker, the attacker can obtain the user Whatsapp data in 

mobile.  

 

Voice or audio communication encryption 

Encryption is the conversion of plain text into ciphertext, which cannot easily understand by unauthorized 

people. In this research project, encryption ability was evaluated based on voice or audio communication 

for each VoIP application. It is important to have an encryption connection to ensure the security and 

integrity of data, especially while exchanging confidential data through voice or audio medium. 
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Voice or audio communication was tested using Wireshark for website application and Packet Capture for 

android application.  As a result, all application has encrypted communication since the pcap file contains 

cipher data which cannot decrypt by using online decrypt tools. 

 

Text communication encryption 

Encryption is the conversion of data into ciphertext, which cannot easily understand by unauthorized 

people. In this research project, encryption ability was evaluated based on text communication for each 

VoIP application. It is important to have an encryption connection to ensure the security and integrity of 

data transfer, especially while exchanging confidential data through text. 

 

Text communication was tested using Wireshark for website application and Packet Capture for android 

application. Wireshark result for text communication was encrypted since the pcap file contains cipher 

data which cannot decrypt by using online decrypt tools. All text exchanged between client A and client B 

is encrypted, since all four application offer TLS protocol to encrypt their communication. 

 
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 

From the data collected and observation on experiments, most of the VoIP applications tested have met 

the requirement in the criteria tested. But the Facebook messenger and WhatsApp web application failed 

to meet the requirement of the criteria. This is because there are many free software tools to intercept user 

communication, which available on the internet. As a result, this research has fulfilled the research 

objective to investigate various VoIP applications such as Kakao Talk, WhatsApp, Telegram and 

Facebook messenger and evaluate the network security performance of four popular VoIP applications 

based on authentication, password encryption, and encrypted communication. It can be concluded; this 

research project can be a guideline for another researcher for depth understanding for an unauthorized 

interception in VoIP applications. Future work includes decoding the captured unencrypted sessions and 

analyzing more VoIP applications. 
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